“The Everything Page” Warning: although short, this read takes constitution, wisdom and wits, get ready to use all you’ve got while learning the most
important secrets of your life, hidden from you since birth. This work is the product of 4 years of research into over 600 documentaries, 1800 books &
countless other well documented, historical sources. There is no jumping to conclusions or irresponsible claims. Take note of those who don’t spend the
time or care enough to help you in this cause to save our republic, this is the fight of our lives & there are NO FREE RIDES.
Hello fellow patriot, this is a game of tag & YOU’RE IT! Thank you for standing tall! Your countrymen and loved ones are reliant on you to protect our
republic from a “Communist New World Order” (Those aren’t just silly words) Upon finishing, hand this to the next person. Think of it as a hot
potato! Firstly; what did J. Edgar Hoover mean by; “The individual is handicapped by coming face-to-face with a conspiracy so monstrous they
cannot believe it exists”. What concerted lie could be so big we can’t believe it exists? Well, this author has just released 2 ground breaking FREE
books on the subject totaling over 500 pages and J. Edgar Hoover wasn’t kidding. But 500 pages is a lot, and handing out 300 million books is ludicrous,
hence what you have in front of you now; the “Everything PAGE” a wildly condensed summary of the worlds’ most eye opening FREE books, “The
Everything Pages”. All parts herein are FACTUAL; it’s all the ABSOLUTE TRUTH. Trust a fellow American during this short read for I AM YOUR
BROTHER AND WILL NOT FAIL YOU! If anything sounds hard to believe, REFER TO HOOVERS’ QUOTE and use the electronic .PDF version with
hyperlinked sources to do your own fact checking. It is YOUR DUTY & RESPONSIBILITY to be knowledgeable and to keep our republic free. There is no
excuse for anyone to not seek the TRUTH! Are you ready to learn some of the largest, most important secrets of your existence? OK, enjoy some
unforgettable moments of REVELATION, the truth shall make you free.
The fact is that we have all been deceived on such a huge scale it will be hard to comprehend, nonetheless, after centuries of lies, the truth shall now
be yours! You already know that America is almost 17 trillion dollars in debt and on top of that is our consumer debt (mortgages, credit cards, car
loans, etc.) which totals around 11.4 trillion. The parts you never heard about are who we owe all that money to and what it means to them. We also
never hear where it all came from in the first place. The thing is that our money isn’t backed by gold or anything else. That was all ended in 1933 by
FDR, and since then it’s been a willy-nilly free-for-all of massive fraud, treason and deceit. Our modern money game was created by a zionist jew
named Rothschild back in the early 1800s when he owned nearly half of the gold and other wealth on earth and was looking for more. Today that gold,
all that had ever been mined on earth, along with what’s been mined since, would total around 1 trillion dollars and fit in an average sized American
home floor to ceiling. Imagine a trillion (1,000 billion) worth of gold! But, hold on a second. How can the US, just one out of 190 countries on earth
owe 28 trillion and how can the “known” global debt be a staggering 223 trillion if there’s only 1 trillion worth of gold? Excellent question! You see,
they own the “Central Bank” where all our greenbacks come from. It’s called the “US Federal Reserve” which WAS owned by our government before
the “Federal Reserve Act of 1913” was passed by a corrupt group of congressmen while the rest were away on Christmas vacation. Even President
Woodrow Wilson was blindsided while signing the bill into law and selling America down the river to the same British royals we had struggled to gain
our independence from over a century prior. Those royals were all jewish banking scum who have since ran America and the rest of the world into the
ground with 100s and 100s of trillions in debt and insane profits just for themselves. They managed to connive and war their central banks into nearly
every country on the planet thereby bilking all the unsuspecting peoples of earth out of everything they thought they and their countries owned for the
last few centuries. It’s because the Rothschild banking cartel fictitiously creates all of the currency on earth out of thin air! Heck, 97% of the money
they create is never even printed! They just loan it to our corrupt governments and us with interest and even though rates are now the lowest in our
nation’s history, that interest on just the national government debt will yield 224 billion to the Rothschilds in 2013, with projected accumulated interest
payments for 2014–2018 to be 1.76 trillion! That’s 30 times more than the lifetime worth of Bill Gates who is one of the richest men on earth. And
let’s not forget the interest paid on the global debt which is estimated to be 6 trillion dollars! ALL 100% TAX FREE, RISK FREE PROFIT IN JUST ONE
YEAR!!! And what about the 11.4 trillion in consumer debt interest? Well, that’s another 1.2 billion pure, tax free profit to the criminal jewish banking
cabal! Your share of income tax dollars that goes toward paying interest on the federal debt is a whopping 14.5 cents of every dollar. That’s about the
same as social security at 15% which, by the way, is part of the 124 trillion in underfunded liabilities that they robbed from we the people. So there
you have it, the largest fraud anyone could ever have possibly imagined is a reality that’s been carried out upon all Americans and other innocent
peoples of the world. We’ve all been masterfully used, cheated and lied to by a tiny handful of nefarious mobsters, in the largest and oldest con-game
ever played. But the problem with confidence games is that once they’re exposed, THE GAME IS OVER! This is why the filth we’re exposing are doing
everything within their power to stop the flow of this information while desperately attempting an all-out takeover upon you and your fellow
countrymen/women via what they’ve coined as their “New World Order”. If you’re like most, you are learning more about the real world right now
than you could ever have imagined. The jig is up; this is our time to prevail. It’s time for some long overdue justice. First, let’s expose a few more of
their secrets while connecting the dots!
What if America has been ruled by Great Britain ever since the Act of 1871 created Washington D.C. which isn’t part of the US, but rather part of a
corporation along with the Inner City of London & the Vatican, all owned by royal, jewish banking families? What if 180+ CENTRAL banks like the FED,
Banks of England, Australia, Japan, etc. the world over, were owned by those same families along with ALL the “big banks”? (ie; Chase, B of A, HSBC,
Citi etc.) What if they owned the $200 Trillion Energy Sector (Big Oil, Coal, Natural Gas & Nuclear) and used all their tax free trillions of profits from to
buy most stock in the worlds’ top 1,300 corporations? (you know, ALL the big grocery, hotel, clothing, electronics and misc. shopping chains, railroads,
airlines, big chemical, drug, medical, communications, mining, construction auto, plane, ship, military manufacturing operations and every other type
of significant business on earth) And what if they created the elite clubs that JFK did a speech on back in the 60s just before he was killed? A few are;
the Rosicrucians, Opus Dei, Knights of Malta, Bohemian Club, Knights Templar, Knights of Columbus, Order of Death, Boule Society, P2 Lodge, Black
Shirts, John Birch Society, Black Nobility, Order of Garter, Illuminati, Skull & Bones, Free Masons & etc. And what if ALL of those secret clubs were
based on the worship of satan, THE MASTER OF DECEIT? What if they founded the Church of satan & Temple of Set with millions of followers? What if
they also created & controlled all of the political/legal groups like; The Trilateral Commission, Council on Foreign Relations, Club of Rome, Bilderberg
Group, U.S. Supreme Court Electoral College, the Intl. BAR Association, NATO & the United Nations? What if they used their wealth, power and control
over the aforementioned private clubs and political/legal groups to rule the world? What if they’re sick, text book psychopaths who experience zero
remorse and have no conscious which allows them to do absolutely anything to their fellow human beings, animals & the earth? What if they practiced
incest to keep their bloodlines pure & used brutal mental conditioning on their kids to make them heartless psychopaths too? What if they believe
amassing money & power will get them eternal life? What if they create wars to make interest by financing all sides and to profit by selling the items
used by all sides? What if it were the same today? What if trillionaire psychopaths intentionally created blind fervor in 2001 to go to war where the
last few countries on earth remained out of their control & without their central banks? (Iraq, Afghanistan, Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Iran, North Korea &
Cuba) What if there were no WMDs? What if they use war in the practice of their religion & considered the killing of gentiles (us) fighting for any side
as satanic sacrifices? What if that’s why 90% of kills in modern warfare with the most advanced precision munitions in history are INNOCENT, NONTACTICAL men, women & children like you & yours? 9 OUT OF 10! , (Instead of 1 OUT 10 in WW1! ) What if they brainwashed us into being hateful and
divided on every subject imaginable to stop us from uniting against them? (“Divide & Conquer”) What if they created & used petty laws to intimidate,
harass, incarcerate & defame us with criminal records while they break ALL THE LAWS BUT ARE NEVER PUNISHED?
What if Donald Rumsfeld stole 2.3 Trillion dollars & the day afterwards, on 9/11, the Pentagon office with all the records was destroyed by a “plane”?
What if 2.3 Trillion were 2,300 BILLION DOLLARS or 2,300,000 MILLION DOLLARS? What if EVERY SINGLE member of congress, the house of
representatives, parliament, US presidents, Kings, Queens, princes of Britain are ALL ON THE SAME TEAM and keep us divided with political parties and
ideologies while calling us slaves, gentiles, goys, useless eaters etc.? What if they’re responsible for every single crappy thing that’s ever happened to
you aside from acts of God? What if they erected the Georgia Guide Stones which call for the genocide of 6.5 billion of us in the coming months?
What if they’ve practiced poisoning & mass murdering us like lab rats in 1000s of democidal operations with 260 MILLION of us DEAD in the last
century alone and are now poised to do so again with newly created diseases like H1N1, SARS, Bird Flu, Swine Flu & etc.? What if they’ve been
“boiling the frog” by weakening our immune systems with soft metals and other toxins in our vaccines, air, water, soils & food so anyone exposed to all
5 would almost certainly die in an epidemic of their creation? What if they have already reduced male fertility on earth in excess of 50%? What if they
only drank clean water, ate pure, non GMO foods from organic ranches & farms, stayed indoors during heavy chemtrail operations and avoided
vaccinations? What if it were all part of their UN Agenda 21 for a New World Order and they flaunted it on the seal of the US $1 bill as well as 100s of
other, IN YOUR FACE, examples? What if they mocked us with their occult symbolisms everywhere? What if they’ve used illegal presidential executive
orders to strip you of your Constitutional rights which is why they can now arrest you for protesting, incarcerate you for no reason, convict you without
a jury, use military action upon you, take your children, perform searches/seizures without a warrant and use foreign UN soldiers against all of us to
enforce marshal law? What if we’re about to lose our republic & freedom entirely? Are you willing to just sit around & let that happen? Do you want
these sick, evil pukes to kill you, take everything you own and rule the world? What if they all used a secretive book called the “TALMUD” which
literally calls for them to steal from us and rape our women and children in sacrifice to satan? What if that’s where millions of our missing kids went?
What if the Talmud also called for them to keep us enslaved to them until death? What if the best kind of slaves were those who didn’t know it?
What if bogus fines, taxes, penalties and interest were the same as whips, shackles and chains? NOW GET READY..... What if the Talmud was an evil
book strictly used by jews which they kept secret for centuries? What if they’re who brutally captured, raped & killed 100 out of 110 million Africans
while bringing them to America to make it a country of slavery! What if they created the Anti-Defamation League, “produced” the holocaust & spent
billions on propaganda to sway public opinion about jewry? Think about it, what did your brain just do upon mention of jews in a bad/real light? What
if they manipulated our minds since childhood via their TOTAL OWNERSHIP/CONTROL OF DISNEY, HOLLYWOOD & EVERY MAJOR NEWSPAPER,
MAGAZINE, TV/RADIO STATION ON EARTH? (yes, even PBS & NPR) What if they also built Yahoo, Google, MySpace, Facebook, Wikipedia &

Youtube to further condition us and restrict the truth about them? What if they’re all connected parts of one massive $20 Billion computer network
with nodes in Livermore, CA & Buffdale, UT using Blue Gene software like that of “IBMs’ Watson” a real artificial intelligence to create millions of fake
users, followers and bloggers online to further infiltrate and mind control the masses? What if we need to rid society of this Talmudic, communist jew
filth once and for all JUST LIKE EVERY OTHER COUNTRY ON EARTH HAS DONE? What if Jesus, Benjamin Franklin, Martin Luther, John F Kennedy,
Henry Ford and 1000s of our greatest leaders, reluctantly came to the same conclusion, just as everyone who has ever researched this problem.
(There’s a reason 83% of the worlds’ jews are in the US and Israel!) Below are scriptures from their highly secretive Babylonian Talmud which the
American Heritage Dictionary describes as “the constituting basis of religious authority for traditional judaism” and the Merriam Webster Dictionary
calls “the authoritative body of jewish tradition”. From that previously secret unholy book of jewry:
Sanhedrin 59a: To communicate anything to a Goy about our religious relations would be equal to the killing of all Jews, for if the Goyim knew what we
teach about them, they would kill us openly. Libbre David 37: A Jew must make a false oath when the Goyim asks if our books contain anything against
them. Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 156: If it can be proven that someone has given the money of Israelites to the Goyim, a way must be
found after prudent consideration to wipe him off the face of the earth. Sanhedrin 57a: [Translation: A Jew may rob a Goy, he may cheat him over a
bill but a Goy may not rob a Jew. If a Goy murders another Goy or a Jew, he should be killed, but a Jew will not incur death penalty for killing a non-Jew.
Kill the Goyim by any means possible: Choshen Ha'mishpat 425:50 Everyone who sheds the blood of the impious [non-Jews] is as acceptable to God
as he who offers a sacrifice to God. Yalkut 245c: Extermination of the Christians is a necessary sacrifice. Zohar, Shemoth, Toldoth Noah, Lekh-Lekha;
Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so Jews would not have to be served by beasts. Non-Jews are consequently animals in human form, and
condemned to serve Jews day and night. Menachoth 43b-44a: [A "prayer" or "benediction" to be said by a Jewish man every day: "Thank God for NOT
making me a Gentile, a woman or a slave."] Do not save Goyim in danger of death. Show no mercy to the Goyim. Schulchan Oruch, Orach Chaim 14,
20, 32, 33, 39: A Jew may do to a non-Jewess what he can do. He may treat her as he treats a piece of meat. Hadarine, 20, B; Schulchan Aruch,
Choszen Hamiszpat 348: A Jew may violate but not marry a non-Jewish girl. Gad. Shas. 2:2: A boy-goy after nine years and one day old, and a girl
after three years & one day old, are considered filthy. (Too old for raping by a jew) Sanhedrin 54b: When a grown-up man has intercourse with a little
girl it is nothing, for when the girl is less than three years old, it is as if one puts the finger into the eye. (While reading these last 2, recall they control
the UN) Zohar, Vayshlah 177b: That the Jewish nation is the only nation selected by God, while all the remaining ones are contemptible & hateful.
That all property of other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, which consequently is entitled to seize upon it without any scruples. Prayer said on the
eve of Passover (Synagoga Judaica): The Feast of Tabernacles is the period when Israel triumphs over the other people of the world. That is why during
this feast we seize the loulab and carry it as a trophy to show that we have conquered all other peoples & populace. Zohar Toldoth Noah 63b: When
the Messiah (Lucifer) comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves.
Hey, aren’t those that read/use this Talmudic crap all bankers, politicians, judges, attorneys, corporatists, war mongers, pedophiles and other ugly,
stanky funk of society? YOU GOT IT!!! Ding, Ding, Ding! That’s the Bell of Truth Sounding In Your Head! ENJOY HEARING IT!!! And get this straight;
these maniacs are playing for keeps. They’re responsible for nearly every single unnatural horror you’ve ever witnessed or heard of, pollution, war,
hate, greed and everything evil on earth. It’s as simple as that, do away with them and we’ve got life, real life! Knowledge is power, share it! It was
Edmund Burke who said “All that is needed for the forces of evil to succeed is for enough good men to remain silent”. Don’t be silent! Anyone who
doesn’t do their part here is a TRAITOR and we will each remember who they are when the time comes. Yes, that time will come! Judgment is coming
and whether it is from your fellow man or the Almighty, the penalty for TREASON & allowing evil to overcome goodness will be severe. Even jews hate
cowards & traitors and they will torture them all just for fun. So, this isn’t the time to deny, cower or hide. This is every Americans’ responsibility and
God given duty! Still having doubts about any of this? Let’s Ask a Few More Good Questions;







Why is the worship of satan, jehova (Mans’ mortal enemy) which is based on LIES and the carrying out of BLOOD SACRIFICES in front of young
children perfectly legal in every nation with a jewish banking system? WHY?
Why don’t we hear a single word about the many evil MULTI, MULTI TRILLIONAIRE, luciferian jew families who own and control the vast majority
of everything on earth? Not a word while we hear tons about billionaires. WHY?
Why doesn’t everyone know they’ve made their 100s OF TRILLIONS by deceiving, poisoning, sickening, warring and mass murdering 100s OF
MILLIONS OF DECENT PEOPLE LIKE YOU AND YOURS in every country on earth? WHY?
Why would families worth TRILLIONS AND TRILLIONS OF DOLLARS who could easily help ALL THE PEOPLE of the world RISE UP and be completely
independent, self-sustainable and happy instead choose to INTENTIONALLY CREATE famine, sickness and unthinkable horrors and hardships
including, disease, genocide and war for BILLIONS OF COMPLETELY INNOCENT, DECENT, CARING, HARD WORKING PEOPLES like you and yours?
WHY?
Why would certain people promote cowardly, defeatist do nothing ideas among fellow Americans by saying things like “there’s nothing we can
do”, “it’s too late”, or “people are too divided” or “it’s not the job of good men and women to fight evil” or that “God will take care of it”? Why
would anyone ever tell you to just roll over, take a royal screwing and your bullet without so much as a cussword? Why would they tell you it’s
not your job to save your own life, defend yourself and family from mortal attack or protect our republic? WHY?

Because these ideas have been popularized by YOUR ENEMIES WHO OWN ALL THE MEDIA AND HAVE BEATEN YOU INTO PATHETIC MENTAL
SUBMISSION THAT’S WHY!!! Your TV, Radio, Newspapers and Magazines ARE THEIR TOOLS for crippling the minds of you and yours! It’s called
mental conditioning, propaganda, mind control and DECEPTION. Get it? It’s what every single communist/socialist/fascist on earth does to oppress,
control and defeat their citizens! WHAT IF EVERYTHING YOU’VE JUST READ IS 100% TRUE? “The individual is handicapped by coming face-to-face with
a conspiracy so monstrous that he/she cannot believe it exists” So, is it time to act like decent human beings? Is it time to unite and save our republic
and loved ones? YES! This is it, and if you’re a person of faith or goodness it’s time to walk the walk, not talk the talk. God does not “have this”, to the
contrary, it is our responsibility to not be overcome by evil and as of current, we have failed. Our country has been overtaken by EVIL TALMUDIC JEW
SCUM and our job couldn’t be more apparent. It’s time to break their stranglehold on us and begin bringing justice to every single one of these
murderous, degenerate, LYING criminals.
This author knows just how “far out” this can seem but unfortunately it’s all real. Get my FREE books at TheEverythingPages.ORG and do your research
but WATCH OUT FOR DISINFORMATION and don’t get overly consumed with investigation, it can take years to learn/digest, WE DON’T HAVE YEARS.
It’s time to act. The Revolution is NOW, BTW; WHOEVER TOTALLY SCOFFS AT THIS OR CONTINUES TO DEFEND JEWRY IS YOUR MORTAL ENEMY!
Remember, they don’t have to be jews, they hide behind all religious veils often as priests and even leaders of other religions! Remember, satanism =
deceit. If you want to find out who’s who, give this to them and wait for their reaction! Anyone who fervently downplays this is very, very likely ONE
OF THEM or one of their foolish cronies. Watch while they go on the defensive screaming “Conspiracy Theory” (More programming just like “jew” or
“anti-semite”). Don’t be played the fool! This is our Lives, Republic, Liberty, Freedom & Justice we’re talking about. NOTHING ELSE MATTERS, NOT
WORK, SCHOOL OR ANYTHING! Now pick your jaw up off the floor, lift your heart back up and forget about the nightmare of it all as you realize this is
all true. JUST DEAL WITH IT AND ACT NOW! It’s either that or pathetically submit to them and FAIL your country and loved ones and wait in fear for a
deadly pandemic followed by martial law and a trip to one of 900+ areas designated for FEMA camps complete with RFID chipping for full-on
communism and slavery in the UK and North America! Obama just signed CISPA internet censorship, bought 2,700 armored tanks and 1.7+ billion
rounds of ammo for DHS while approving the use of 30,000 drones and 65,000 Apache Helicopters ON AMERICANS! Are you going to sit idly and let
them murder you and your loved ones? NO! WE HAVE A SIMPLE PLAN AND IT’S WORKING! The secret is they need us to make the world go round, we
don’t need them! THIS IS OUR CHANCE TO SHINE IN GODS’ AND EACH OTHERS’ EYES! Right now, you are deciding whether things in America and the
world will get WAY WORSE OR WAY BETTER! You’re also taking back the right to decide how you die. Don’t let it be years too early at the hands of evil
as a coward! Instead live long and prosper, die naturally and with good conscious as a fighter for freedom and goodness!
However, if you’re like most, you’re likely in a state of shock and dismay right now. Your mind is reeling and fighting an entire lifetime of mental
conditioning performed by THE ONLY ENEMY YOU’VE EVER HAD. The remedy is to break their spell and react. DO THE OPPOSITE of what they have
spent decades and billions in programming on. In order to beat you they need you to freeze in fear and disbelief. DON’T! INSTEAD, BEGIN TAKING
ACTION NOW BY SIMPLY SHARING THIS INFO JUST LIKE THE FELLOW PATRIOT WHO GAVE YOU THIS DID!!! Then take a day or two off to get your head
around things and prepare yourself for taking more action. Think of this as your awakening from a long, hard sleep and now it’s time to bring
courage, prosperity and pride back to America, it’s time to heal! Whether you believe in God or Goodness, we’re witnessing a comeback! GO TO
ONEBIGJOB.COM TO DOWNLOAD, COPY/PRINT & SHARE THIS W/EVERYONE AND LEARN ALL YOU CAN ON THE NET, (THE GREATEST LIBRARY IN
HISTORY) BEFORE THEY LOCK IT DOWN LIKE ALL OTHER FORMS OF MEDIA! The electronic versions of this have url links to all the information sources
that you or anyone could possibly need to dismiss any and all doubts. And don’t forget, your countrymen/women all deserve as much warning as
possible, so don’t cower and fail them by sitting on this! Every American deserves the truth, whether man, woman or child. Don’t let your fellow
countrymen be led to their graves without so much as knowing who or why, without a chance to fight! Just SMILE, hand this to the next person & say
“YOU’RE IT.” After months of trial & error in disseminating this, THIS WORKS! Knowledge is all we need and it’s FREE. FYI: The forefathers of our
great nation created the first amendment to assure our ability to expose and speak out against corruption and evil. It is everyone’s duty to share this
information! It’s not only our right to do so, it’s our legal responsibility. Don’t be played the fool by jews and their anti-semite BS. You and the world
are the victims, not them! Also, never forget there is HOPE! If this weren’t true, jews wouldn’t be doing everything they are to stop the flow of
st
information. They are in full blown panic mode. Use your 1 amendment rights now to speak and share freely while you still can!

